Manage Your Data Exchanges.
Don’t Let Them Manage You.
In a business environment that is full of mergers and acquisitions and technology consolidations, data management is
critical. The need for an easy and manageable way to keep control becomes more and more apparent. Enterprise Managed
file transfer is one of the easiest ways to get your data under control, ensuring it’s secure while in transit – every step of
the way. Cleo VLTrader provides security at the highest level while also providing visibility to transactions. Meet necessary
compliance and regulatory standards, manage your data exchanges with 100% uptime, merge disparate systems to create
a seamless flow of information, and position your enterprise for growth.
Cleo VLTrader allows you to manage your data exchanges through secure, multi-industry protocols. The increased security
in Cleo VLTrader also resolves ad hoc communication issues, including large files or attachments containing sensitive
information. Cleo VLTrader gives you visibility to support your secure communications. You’ll know to where and to whom
your company data is being sent, while meeting audit and reporting standards required for corporate communications.
Current practices of sending missioncritical data via email or FTP server are convenient, yet leave much to be desired in the
realm of security. These unsecured and varying methods of communication put your data at risk.
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Integration and Growth are Easy
Efficiency and growth are key concerns to businesses in a global market. Cleo VLTrader’s
flexibility allows you to easily integrate with back-end systems like EDI translators and
databases, or application-to-application – migrating those legacy systems into a secure and
automated file transfer system. This management of internal and external communications
creates a seamless workflow with greater reliability. VLStat provides real-time visibility to all
transfers and data exchanges taking place – creating efficiency like never before and resulting
in avoidance of fines due to SLAs, payment delays, and performance gaps.
Growth is easy with more than 800 preconfigured connections. Cleo VLTrader enables you to
on-board new partners quickly and securely – faster than ever before. Not only will you have
more control over your trading partners you’ll be able to provide them with tools that make it
advantageous to do business with you. Partner access can be given through VLPortal – a Web
Portal that requires no investment on the part of your trading partner and makes doing business
with you an easy decision. Easily customized, VLPortal can be accessed from anywhere,
representing your brand and ensuring the data you receive is managed from start to finish.
Securely. Reliably. Quickly.
When more control is desired, Cleo VLTrader’s Community Management functionality is just as
easy. Your entire partner network will benefit from increased efficiencies, increased reliability,
elimination of downtime, increased security, and minimized risk, all while expanding your
opportunity for growth and meeting the governance and regulation that your business demands.
Cleo VLTrader is easy to roll out, easy to manage, and helps you reduce additional costs.
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Learn More
This easily customizable
Web portal can
be accessed from
anywhere, representing
your brand and
ensuring the data you
send and receive is
managed from start
to finish. Securely.
Reliably. Quickly.
To learn more about
Cleo VLTrader, contact
Cleo today or visit:
www.cleo.com/
vltrader
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